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Christmas Special: the giant of horror  GRAHAM MASTERTON joins forces with
the ‘Read First, Then Pay What You Want’ eBookstore OpenBooks.com
to become Santa by sharing his “Beholder” short story
and taking part in AMA with fans
With the new OpenBooks.com Christmas feature, readers can now share their love of reading
by sending Graham Masterton’s “Beholder” and other open books as a gift along with holiday
greetings to friends and family
.
OpenBooks.com, an exciting and revolutionary new platform that lets readers download
a book, read it, then pay what they want for it, has announced their latest eBook addition
– Graham Masterton’s fascinating and terrifying eBook “Beholder”.
From the darkest depths of the imagination, ringing bells of fear, comes OpenBooks.com’s
Santa  Graham Masterton  a wellestablished British author, beloved by horror fans, most
wellknown for his “Manitou” series, as well as his crime and even sex instruction books! His
“Beholder” is a Christmas gift for OpenBooks.com readers and tells a story about a little girl who
believes that her mother is keeping her imprisoned in the house because she is too beautiful to
go out.
It will definitely 
satisfy all dark fiction enthusiasts, 
says OpenBooks.com founder Michał Kiciński.
We’ve shaken up the outdated and arrogant eBook distribution model to make sharing books
easier and beneficial for both readers and writers. Each downloaded copy of “Beholder” and
other open books comes with an embodied payment link. Readers can easily say thank you to
Graham Masterton and other talented authors from our service by paying exactly what they feel
the book was worth after reading it. And now they can also click the “Send as gift” button on the
website, add holiday greetings to the eBook, and we’ll deliver it in the form of a Christmas
present to their friends or family.
Graham Masterton will also take part in OpenBooks.com’s online "Ask Me Anything" session on

https://openbooks.com/

10th of December, 810 p.m. GMT, so fans will have a unique opportunity to pose any questions
they want to him.
When asked about a trustbased economy, Masterton replied:
I believe that people are more generous these days, and prepared to pay for what they really
like. I have been working closely with a young woman friend of mine who runs a cancer
research charity shop and I have seen how generous people can be.
OpenBooks.com is the first online book retailer to operate its unique ‘Read First, Then Pay
What You Want’ model. The majority of the payment received for a book via the
OpenBooks.com platform goes directly to the author (70% from net revenue sales), and authors
also maintain all rights to the content of their books. The platform also actively encourages
unlimited sharing and copying of eBooks which, contrary to popular belief, actually provides a
multitude of benefits for authors in terms of exposure and reach. Through an embedded
payment link within the eBook, anyone who receives a copy of the book from a friend gets an
invitation to make a payment. This provides authors with the ability to make substantial extra
revenue from their books.
There are currently over 350 titles available via OpenBooks.com, covering fiction, nonfiction
and selfhelp. The site includes pick of the week  eBooks neatly selected by the team,
bestseller book lists, and community content such as user reviews and a forum where AMA
sessions with authors are organised. It’s clear that booklovers across the globe are embracing
the OpenBooks.com ‘Read, Love, Share’ concept, because the numbers of downloads and
payments are constantly growing.
More information about OpenBooks.com is available at the website or on Twitter and
Facebook. Those interested in staying uptodate with OpenBooks.com news can also
sign up for the newsletter at the website.
Download “Beholder” on OpenBooks.com
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